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PRISMA ON THE COUCH

Our popular broadcast series returns this summer, following the 
collection of exciting education and performance content during the 
PRISMA Festival & Academy, June 14-26. Season 2 of PRISMA on 
the Couch will feature performances by the Lafayette String Quartet 
(our 2021 artists-in-residence), footage from our virtual classroom, 
and another deep dive into the archives curated by maestro Arthur 
Arnold and co-hosted by Misty Oakes and Andy Rice.

PARTNER WITH PRISMA – OUR WORLD NEEDS MUSIC MORE THAN EVER

Since 2013, the Pacific Region International Summer Music Association (PRISMA) Festival & Academy has been a vital cultural beacon 
in the qathet region. Thousands of residents look forward to PRISMA’s concerts and events each year, while dozens of pre-professional 
musicians find their musical voice through our world-renowned mentorship programs. With your help, PRISMA will prevail through the 
pandemic and continue to bring live music to a world that needs it more than ever before!

Six episodes are scheduled to air throughout July and August, with a 
reach far and wide on social media and television.

Join your brand with PRISMA through the many unique opportunities 
our 2021 season has to offer, and reach a dedicated, supportive, well-
connected audience. There is truly no better time to demonstrate your 
commitment to your community through the arts.



DIAMOND   ($10,000+)

• Host a Guest Artist performance
Customize a live music experience in accordance with COVID-19 guidelines

• Be a guest during an episode of PRISMA on the Couch
Sit down in-studio for a chat with maestro Arthur Arnold

• Create & share a video message
Tell your story visually across our social media & livestream platforms

• Collaborate on custom social media content
A tailored approach, with the help of PRISMA’s Marketing Director

Plus...
• Pop-up concert signage opportunities 

High visibility in photo ops during our June pop-up events
• Logo placement on PRISMA’s marketing materials

Posters & brochures displayed throughout Powell River & beyond
• Logo placement on PRISMA’s livestream event schedule

Published in The Peak & Powell River Living – June/July
• Logo placement in PRISMA on the Couch broadcast credits

Reach audiences around the world through our online programming
• Acknowledgement on PRISMA’s website

Logo & website link on our Sponsors page – year-round
• Inclusion in PRISMA’s annual Thank-You campaign

Published in The Peak & Powell River Living – August/September
• Acknowledgement in PRISMA’s Annual Report

A retrospective magazine reaching PRISMA members & beyond
• Recognition in PRISMA’s e-newsletter

Minimum 6 insertions, reaching PRISMA members, alumni & beyond 

PLATINUM   ($5,000 – $9,999)

• Host a Guest Artist pop-up
A great video/photo opportunity in accordance with COVID-19 guidelines

• Create & share a video message
Tell your story visually across our social media & livestream platforms

• Put your name on a Masterclass Moment
Be recognized as one of our 2021 education partners

• Collaborate on custom social media content
A tailored approach, with the help of PRISMA’s Marketing Director

Plus...
• Pop-up concert signage opportunities 

High visibility in photo ops during our pop-up events
• Logo placement on PRISMA’s marketing materials

Posters & brochures displayed throughout Powell River & beyond
• Logo placement on PRISMA’s livestream event schedule

Published in The Peak & Powell River Living – June/July
• Logo placement in PRISMA on the Couch broadcast credits

Reach audiences around the world through our online programming
• Acknowledgement on PRISMA’s website

Logo & website link on our Sponsors page – year-round
• Inclusion in PRISMA’s annual Thank-You campaign

Published in The Peak & Powell River Living – August/September
• Acknowledgement in PRISMA’s Annual Report

A retrospective magazine reaching PRISMA members & beyond
• Recognition in PRISMA’s e-newsletter

Minimum 4 insertions, reaching PRISMA members, alumni & beyond 

GOLD  ($3,000 – $4,999)

• Host a solo instrumental pop-up
A great video/photo opportunity in accordance with COVID-19 guidelines

• Collaborate on custom social media content
A tailored approach, with the help of PRISMA’s Marketing Director

Plus...
• Pop-up concert signage opportunities 

High visibility in photo ops during our pop-up events
• Logo placement on PRISMA’s livestream event schedule

Published in The Peak & Powell River Living – June/July
• Logo placement in PRISMA on the Couch broadcast credits

Reach audiences around the world through our online programming
• Acknowledgement on PRISMA’s website

Logo & website link on our Sponsors page – year-round
• Inclusion in PRISMA’s annual Thank-You campaign

Published in The Peak & Powell River Living – August/September
• Acknowledgement in PRISMA’s Annual Report

A retrospective magazine reaching PRISMA members & beyond
• Recognition in PRISMA’s e-newsletter

Minimum 3 insertions, reaching PRISMA members, alumni & beyond 

SILVER   ($1,000 – $2,999)

• Collaborate on custom social media content
A tailored approach, with the help of PRISMA’s Marketing Director

Plus...
• Logo placement in PRISMA on the Couch broadcast credits

Reach audiences around the world through our online programming
• Acknowledgement on PRISMA’s website

Logo & website link on our Sponsors page – year-round
• Inclusion in PRISMA’s annual Thank-You campaign

Published in The Peak & Powell River Living – August/September
• Acknowledgement in PRISMA’s Annual Report

A retrospective magazine reaching PRISMA members & beyond
• Recognition in PRISMA’s e-newsletter

Minimum 2 insertions, reaching PRISMA members, alumni & beyond 

BRONZE   ($500 – $999)

• Logo placement in PRISMA on the Couch broadcast credits
Reach audiences around the world through our online programming

• Acknowledgement on PRISMA’s website
Logo & website link on our Sponsors page – year-round

• Inclusion in PRISMA’s annual Thank-You campaign
Published in The Peak & Powell River Living – August/September

• Acknowledgement in PRISMA’s Annual Report
A retrospective magazine reaching PRISMA members & beyond

• Recognition in PRISMA’s e-newsletter
Minimum 1 insertion, reaching PRISMA members, alumni & beyond

COMMUNITY FRIEND   ($100 – $499)

• Listing in PRISMA on the Couch broadcast credits
Reach audiences around the world through our online programming

• Acknowledgement on PRISMA’s website
Logo & website link on our Sponsors page – year-round

• Acknowledgement in PRISMA’s Annual Report
A retrospective magazine reaching PRISMA members & beyond

CHOOSE A LEVEL OF SUPPORT



ON-AIR REPRESENTATION

The integration of broadcast events into PRISMA’s 2021 season 
has brought several exciting new opportunities for exposure, 
commensurate to your support level of choice. Whether it’s 
having your logo featured in the credits, getting the chance 
to submit your own video message for inclusion, or making a 
guest appearance on air, we know these perks will be a welcome 
addition for first-time and longtime sponsors alike.

PRODUCT PLACEMENT

From coffee to furniture to wardrobe, there are many 
opportunities to feature your products on an episode of PRISMA 
on the Couch. Contact us for details!

SOCIAL MEDIA

Collaborate with PRISMA on custom social media content that’s 
designed to cross-promote your brand on our channels and yours. 
Engagement is at the forefront of our sponsorship philosophy, 
and we are always looking for new and creative ways to showcase 
the generous supporters of our academy and festival. Amidst 
our current COVID-19 reality, social media has been playing a 
bigger role in connecting people than ever before. Whether you 
employ an in-house marketing team or take a completely do-
it-yourself approach to your Facebook, Twitter and Instagram 
feeds, we can’t wait to create our first post together.

E-NEWSLETTER 

The PRISMA e-newsletter is published online eight times per 
year, coming out monthly from December through July. The 
newsletter is distributed to over 5,000 patrons & members.

ANNUAL REPORT

PRISMA’s Annual Report is a full-colour magazine created at 
the end of each fiscal year and distributed digitally and in print 
to coincide with our Annual General Meeting each January. 
This document contains financial reports, photos, sponsor 
acknowledgements and highlights from the previous year’s 
festival.  Sponsors who confirm their participation before January 
1 of each year will also be verbally acknowledged at the AGM.

ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES THAT WILL PUT YOU AT CENTRE STAGE

RACHEL ROCCO – DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
development@prismafestival.com
778-223-7303

prismafestival.com

CONTACT US

BROADCAST STATISTICS

In 2020, our debut season of PRISMA on the Couch succeeded in 
its mission to reach people all over the world – drawing online 
viewers not just from Powell River, British Columbia and Canada 
but from USA, Mexico, Lithuania, Finland, the Netherlands, and 
even as far away as South Korea and Moscow!

On Facebook and YouTube, we collected 584+ comments, 
837 reactions (thumbs up, hearts, hugs, etc.) and 80+ shares 
– numbers that are still climbing upward to this day. The series 
also enjoyed a four-month run on cable television, with episodes 
airing nearly 600 times in total on Shaw Spotlight (Channel 
4) across various parts of the province including Vancouver 
Island (Campbell River, Comox, Courtenay, Cumberland), the 
Sunshine Coast (Powell River, Gibsons, Sechelt), and the Sea-to-
Sky Corridor (Squamish, Whistler, Lillooet).

All included, we estimate the total viewership for Season 1 to 
be approximately 50,000. With Season 2 now on the way, we 
anticipate even bigger things to come for PRISMA on the Couch!


